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Seminar: Topics

Introduction

BIM, Building Information Modelling, is rapidly changing the face of the engineering and    
construction industry.

Paper drawings are being replaced with 3D computer-based models containing all the information 
required to design, fabricate and construct structures more efficiently and economically than          
ever before.

Naturally this is placing new challenges and demands on industry players including engineers, 
architects and contractors to adapt to the changing landscape this technology brings.

In this year’s seminar series, we will examine leading BIM technology and how this is being used in 
industry to improve project delivery.

Find out more about BIM and hear from industry experts on how they are taking advantage of BIM 
technology to transform their businesses.

Learn how BIM technology can be effectively used to design multi-material structures, automatically 
produce and manage high quality drawing and calculation documentation, and share 3D information 
with Architects, Owners and other project stakeholders. 

See first-hand how 3D design models can be further refined to produce constructible information 
including steel and rebar fabrication detailing.

Topics covered will include:

Unveiling ProtaStructure 2019 - Integrated Multi-Material Design Solution for Building Systems

Engineers will see the new ProtaStructure 2019 live and experience how multi material buildings 
can be quickly created and designed using one central physical model. New advancements in 
modelling, analysis and design capabilities for efficiently delivering steel and concrete buildings will be 
highlighted. 

Key areas including advancements in earthquake, FE and wind analysis (including the new Malaysia 
code), Steel Design, Slab and Wall Design, New US codes (with ASEAN localizations) and many other 
new features will be highlighted. 

Engineers will be able to see how innovative BIM design technology can help them increase 
productivity whilst ensuring all important design considerations are satisfied. 



BIM and Beyond: Digital Transition in Construction

Nigel Watts, Prota’s Managing Director will share insights into the transition of Prota’s engineering 
consulting business took in adopting BIM technology. Learn about some of the frustrations, pit falls   
to avoid and wonderful benefits this technology brings.

Nigel will share real-life examples of BIM being used in practice to deliver projects including the new 
Istanbul international Airport and the Warsaw and Istanbul Subway Metro Lines.

Revolutionary Automated Detailing, Drawing Management & Component Design                     
with ProtaDetails 2019

A key delivery for all engineers is clear and concise documentation of their design in the form of 
drawings, quantities and calculations. ProtaDetails now provides engineers with a dedicated solution 
for creating structural details quickly and accurately directly from ProtaStructure. 

Key benefits of ProtaDetails will be presented including automated detailing from ProtaStructure, 
New Slab and Wall elevation enhancements, custom structural detailing for fast drawing production 
including new editing and undo capabilities. Enhanced drawing and change management capabilities 
together with quantities take off and scheduling will also be featured.

ProtaDetails growing library of additional component design and detailing calculations will be 
highlighted including new capabilities for retaining wall and hydraulic design.



Introducing ProtaSteel 2019 - Revolutionary Automated Connection Design and Steel Detailing

Hear from Nigel about how you can quickly and efficiently detail all your steelwork designed from 
ProtaStructure. See how different perspectives can be easily created to fully convey your design 
intent.

See our brand new ‘IntelliConnect’ for fully automating your connection design including trusses, 
simple and moment joints, splices and even steel to concrete joints. See how efficient connection 
design is fully supported with comprehensive calculation documentation to BS / Euro and US codes. 

Experience how the power of ProtaSteel can be used to take models downstream into Fabrication 
and Construction detailing. Experience how models can be refined to provide shop drawing details for 
fabrication together with associated data to feed the manufacturing process.

Understanding BIM and ProtaBIM 2019

Prota’s experts will provide those new to the BIM world with some insight into some of the key BIM 
concepts, formats, and initiatives driving BIM usage.

We will showcase our new ProtaBIM 2019 and explain how projects can be seamlessly communicated 
with other commonly used BIM platforms including Revit, Tekla Structures and Comosys to aid 
project collaboration, save time and enhance project profitability. Best practices for creating and 
maintaining BIM models will be discussed.



Speakers at this year’s event include;

Nigel Watts 
B.eng (Hons) Civil NZ - Managing Director for Prota Software

Nigel brings more than 25 years of engineering experience in the Asia Pacific 
region having worked in consultancy, software development and construction 
in New Zealand, Japan, Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand. This included 8 years 
consulting experience working in New Zealand and Singapore with International 
Consultants, Beca on large scale residential, commercial and infrastructural 
developments.

Previously Nigel was the Asia Pacific Regional Director for structural software 
developers, CSC and was responsible for successfully expanding CSC’s presence in Asia successfully 
growing new markets including Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong, Australia and New Zealand 
operations. He was instrumental in the development and adoption of design systems including Orion, 
Fastrak, Tedds and Sframe which have become industry standard solutions for building design across 
much of Asia Pacific.

Now Managing Director for Prota Software, the originators of the building software design solution 
Orion, Nigel is passionate about helping engineers take advantage of innovative building software 
technology using ProtaStructures for integrated building design focused on 3D modelling, advanced 
analysis and design, full drawing and calculation documentation, and leading BIM collaboration.

Low Chun Fei
BEngcivil (Hons), Nanyang Technological Universitiy, Singapore. Adv. Dipl in IT, 
Singapore Polytechnic - Managing Director for Prota Software

At Prota, Chun Fei plays an integral role in the steering the development direction 
of Prota’s engineering solutions, ensuring the software achieves the highest 
technical standards whilst meeting the local needs of end users across Asia. He 
also oversees Prota’s excellent Support and Business Services Team ensuring 
clients receive the best technical assistance, advice and practical training whilst 
using Prota’s solutions.

Chun Fei brings more than 20 years of experience in providing training, consultancy & technical 
services to international engineering consultants on a wide range of structural engineering software. 
Before joining Prota, Chun Fei was the Regional Business Services Manager for CSC & Tekla across 
Asia Pacific where he developed an intimate & extensive knowledge of structural analysis and design 
software. Chun Fei has also worked for international engineering consultants Beca Carter & CPG 
Consultants in Singapore and is experienced across a broad spectrum of civil and structural building 
design, construction management, and design and delivery of large infrastructure, water, waste water 
and reservoir projects. 

Chun Fei is passionate about helping clients adopt new technology and getting the most out of Prota’s 
Solutions to deliver their building projects.



Kong Chee Huat
Beng (Hons) Civil & Structural UKM - Sales Director for Prota Asia

Chee Huat started his career in the construction industry over 20 years ago 
as junior site supervisor. After receiving his Diploma in Civil Engineering from 
Port Dickson Polytechnic, he furthered his studies at the National University 
of Malaysia (UKM) where he earnt an Honours degree in Civil & Structural 
Engineering. After graduation, because of his outstanding leadership and 
technical knowledge, he was chosen among many applicants to join the Sunway 
Construction Group Graduate Program.

There Chee Huat gained wide experience both as a design engineer and  site engineer before joining 
international software house CSC in 2006. Chee Huat has helped hundreds of businesses improve the 
way they deliver projects over the past 13 years, and he is more excited and enthusiastic today than 
ever about how software technology can help Prota’s clients prosper.

Christian Blenner

Bsc, MBA –Regional Sales Engineer for Prota Asia

Hailing from Sweden, Christian’s experience with degrees in engineering, 
marketing/ management and international business and trade (USA) together 
with over 10 years of experience in business development and client-relations 
in various industries and sectors has been invaluable when meeting new clients 
across Asia. 

Though new to the industry, Christian has successfully increased Prota’s presence 
and influence in Malaysia by actively engaging engineers throughout the country. 

He has a keen interest in practical software technology and how this can positively change outcomes 
for clients. His focus lies in getting to personally know people and understanding what’s important 
to them to help their business develop and grow. Christian enjoys nothing more than hearing about 
the success’s clients are having using Prota’s solutions. In recent months he has also been taking on 
a broader regional responsibility in order to help lay the foundations of Prota’s continued expansion 
across Asia.


